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Cindy Mahr Mar 28

This is absolutely unbelievable! Here we are in 2024 - the United States of America, formerly known as

the most free country in the world. Not anymore. What has happened in this country since the election of

the great divider is just beyond comprehension. God help us all

LIKED (128) REPLY (3) SHARE

Gym+Fritz Mar 28

This won’t stop. We need a alt-Substack, without stripe. Substack owes us an explanation, Substack

also needs to be punished. Here’s an opportunity for Musk.

LIKED (60) REPLY (2) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 28

Musk's latest business venture:

SubstaX!

LIKE (28) REPLY (1) SHARE

Don Reed 22 hrs ago

I do the watusi, wantonly, in admiration of your wit, sir!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Don Reed 5 hrs ago

03/29/24: Barely awake this morning, I wonder why I merged the words "want" and

"only." Drink more coffee, answer forthcoming...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

William Robert Keeney William’s Substack Mar 28

Yes indeed. Plus, Tucker Carlson would surely be interested in this attack from a company that

was supposedly set up to support free speech.

LIKE (19) REPLY SHARE

53rd Chapter Mar 28

These people love the darkness and hate the light: "Stripe has apparently modified those web-based

resources in which they has previously indicated that this policy was being implemented in response

to Federal US Government pressure to delete any reference to Federal US Government actions

prompting these policies." Outrageous!

LIKED (43) REPLY (4) SHARE

Red green Mar 28

What is the common denominator to all the totally unnecessary problems "we the people face

today? federal government. Like china, all the atrocities and betrayals lead back to

the people in control.

LIKE (33) REPLY SHARE

Richie Vieques Mar 28

Check... '1984'... George Orwell... we are there. We must fight off these attempts to curtail our

freedoms, or they'll be lost.

LIKE (12) REPLY SHARE

Don Reed 22 hrs ago

So how many of the full-time gov't employees CIA/FBI/DHS/et al operatives, once on the old

Twitter-Dorsey payroll, have been transferred to Stripe?

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Don Reed 5 hrs ago · edited 5 hrs ago

03/29/24: Nice alibi! They get to blame the government (which is NOT supposed to be doing

this) for doing what they would have done/did ANYWAY. Maybe when they're done f'ing up

Stripe (busted, how many stripes did they lose?), they can run over to NBC-Pravda "News" and

help Conde, Leist, Rodriguez, Blumenstein, Jones, and Brown completely discombobulate that

barrel of media monkeys by RE-HIRING "Triple-Chin" Ronna (McDaniel).

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Peter Athanasius Mercenary Curmudgeon Ruminations 15 hrs ago

"...God help us all." He's the only one who can.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

arrotsevni arrotsevni’s Substack Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

Congrats on your victory which is a victory for all.

Thank you for this.

LIKED (84) REPLY SHARE

Lonnie Bedell Mar 28

Keep a close eye on them. Paypal cancelled their "pay us $2500 if we don't like you" policy, but stuck it

back in after the publicity died down. I ended my 20+ year relationship with them after that.

LIKED (63) REPLY (8) SHARE

T. Mar 28

When Trump lost (stolen election), after more than a decade, I dumped Amazon and paypal. I was

spending thousands on business and personal purchases, and now they all go local. Not a big of a

margin, but worth it.

LIKED (47) REPLY (2) SHARE

rachel rachel’s Substack Mar 28

Good for you!!!!!!!

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 28

Tonga back on target.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

T. 19 hrs ago

Ooh, maybe Tonga get zug zug from Lanna, now

LIKE REPLY SHARE

ForestDi56 Mar 28

I ended it the first time around and didn’t wait. Have never gone back. Humans are the only species

who have put themselves into a box with regard to information sharing. We have set up systems

requiring taxes to be paid and bills for goods and services to be paid. So we charge for our thoughts

and data. Something needs to give and I think it’s humans who need to rethink their life habits.

Personally, I’ve never thought my thoughts or sharing of information were something I needed to be

paid for. Maybe my honey or herbal products. And those can be done through barter if need be. I like

chatting and listening when it comes to ideas over a glass of wine or whatever. When we charge for

our ideas and data sharing we start to put ownership onto thoughts. That has an unwholesome trend

that I don’t really think we want to drift into.

LIKED (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 28

This opens up a bit of a conundrum. At the end of the day all people really have of value is their

time and effort. The grocery store only takes cash. If people are putting significant amounts of

time and effort into coming up with ideas or advice which is useful to others or that for whatever

reason it might be good for them to know, that time is now not available to be used in more

tangible ways like feeding their cows or plumbing somebody's house or maybe tilling their

garden. All of us can only afford to give away so much time no matter what we do to support

ourselves. I guess the secret is voluntary exchange. If people feel one's ideas and advice are

valuable to them and they voluntarily pay something for that then this is nothing more than the

exercise of free trade.

Like you, Forest, I have never felt like I was in a position to ask people to offer payment for my

advice.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

ForestDi56 24 hrs ago

To some extent I see the conundrum and we do pay for books and things. Those are

thoughts and even advice we are paying for. But, for instance in the last 4+ years I have

spent almost every morning reading stuff; science papers; blogs; newsletters; news

articles; etc. Then I’ve taken some of what I consider to be the most accurate or interesting

of all of that and summarize it for a group of folks I put together made up of locals and

some of my past clients/patients and such who were interested in my take on what was

going on. Because I’m a nut about researching things to run down accuracy and known for

that for one thing. And because I was horrified by the glassy-eyed obedience I was seeing

folks fall into with everything. And it all kept growing as we found out from many people

that there was a history of this in our government(s) in addition to just the pharm/medical

worlds in which I felt pretty comfy speaking to. I’ve been doing that for several decades. So

more research and more reading to understand more. Sometimes paying for these

substacks in order to get data I trust or just to see what some folks are up to and saying.

Never once have I ever considered asking anyone to pay me for this time or effort. I care

about what is happening to our world and our country and MY life and those around me. I

want to get all that back on track so I can enjoy my retirement. In realizing that isn’t going to

happen I’m just now doing my part to share data and thoughts in an effort to get as many

people to think and ask questions as I can so that maybe we grow the non-compliance

population. And get them off their collective butts to do something besides hand wringing

or whatever.

I have a property that I feel blessed to live on and we are working it to help us o that in the

event things go south and also for the joy of doing those things. That costs us money. We

have pensions and those are quite vulnerable to everything going on so that if those get

shut down we have a problem. We aren’t independently wealthy like some folks and in the

end I’m not seeing that it would matter. I’m not good with that part. We are aging. We aren’t

sure we want to live beyond what we could manage in any case if it gets ugly. So, maybe

my thoughts are simply my legacy to the world and my gift. What else is there outside of

who we also help while here in any case.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Jennifer Jones 11 hrs ago

God bless you.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

oldguy52 17 hrs ago

Bravo! And God bless you for your efforts, Sir!

Speaking of God: It seems to me that we can't always know how we will be rewarded

for trying our best to do the right thing or to help others when there may be little to no

benefit or sometimes maybe even a cost for ourselves in those actions. But I've seen

enough surprising things happen to believe that God provides for those that are doing

good and generous work.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

American Citizen Mar 28

Exactly...LSD (liberal socialists democrats/marxists) very smart as play the long game. This is a

temporary reprieve...which is better than nothing. As Arnold stated...I'll be back. They'll be back after

the Doc as he's telling the truth about the lies!

LIKED (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tom Potts Mar 28

Not quite. They play the medium term game. One day they will feel the fires that never end.

Happy Resurrection Day 
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Tom Potts Mar 28

I used PayPal one time about 20 years ago. They still harass me about terms of service.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 28

I have been trying to stop, but it won't work. It is very hard to get rid of these people. And after all,

sometimes it is easier to use paypal, since I order things abroad now and then. Usually the only

available option is paypal. Use it may be 3 or 4 times a year, they won't get rich off of me.
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pretty-red, old guy Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

Maybe there is an alternative Ingrid.

I used a company called Wise Financial(UK based) to buy some IVM from India last year. Did not

need Paypal.

I use Ebay without Paypal as payment, just use my Visa card.

https://wise.com/

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Annette Mar 28

We ended our long term relationship with them as well.
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pretty-red, old guy Mar 28

I dumped Paypal too and sold my losing position in stock. Paypal sucks.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tory 20 hrs ago

I’m not using any longer for payment of my designs. They are arm of IRS
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David Hill David’s Substack Mar 28

Lonnie, sorry but I am not familiar with Paypal's "pay us $2500 if we don't like you" policy. Could you

detail that one for me please.

I haven't used Paypal in years. I will likely drop them altogether now if I believe they are manipulating /

harassing people who advocate for certain, unrelated to financial business, policies.

Total control...,

I am feeling like a guillotine moment is about to arrive soon.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lonnie Bedell 3 hrs ago

Paypal, which has access to your bank accounts & credit cards declared if you said anything

that they, in their sole discretion, made paypal look bad somehow, they would just take $2500

from you. You get no say in the matter. No appeal. You're walking a tightrope with no idea what

might trigger them. My new supplier uses stripe unfortunately, although there haven't been any

crazy demands as of yet. Paypal is easy to avoid, stripe would be more difficult.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Hill David’s Substack 2 hrs ago

Oh My God! How hideous!

So there is a hidden price for financial convenience after all. It just wasn’t immediately

obvious until we got pushed into crisis mode.

Disgusting!

Thanks for letting me / us know.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kelly Loomis Mar 28

Very happy they reversed this for you. I am worried about the average person who cannot afford to take

legal action. I hear comments such as “ You/they can take legal action” but that is not a viable option for

the average person. Lawfare has been used in such a large degree by those wishing to change our nation.

They often have “nonprofits” to back them but “our side” often does not. They are using so many different

methods to institute widescale change. The administrative state cannot be fought except by those who

can afford to sue or threaten to sue. But then it takes years and too much money for people like say the

family farmer to fight back. It is a very scary time for our nation.

LIKED (44) REPLY (2) SHARE

Bill Stoermer Mar 28

Kelly, worse than having non-profits or NGO’s on their side, they have the bottomless resources of

the entire Federal government to pursue their agenda. Witness the dozen heavily armed FBI agents

that recently arrested two Christian men in the early morning hours, one for praying, the other for

defending his young son from an angry abortion mill worker.

LIKED (23) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 28

Exactly! And if they (the gov't) run low on money they simply borrow (print) more from the fed

which the taxpayers are on the hook to pay the interest for.

So, the bottom line is you're paying the people who are screwing you too.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 28

and isn't THAT annoying!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 23 hrs ago

Ha ha ha.... "Annoying" is being terribly polite.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 3 hrs ago

and, actually, not LIKE me! my best attempt at being subtle.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tory 20 hrs ago

Exactly!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Glen Henderson Mar 28

They’re coming for all of us …

LIKED (38) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jennifer Jones 11 hrs ago

Trump always told us, "They're coming for you. I'm just standing in their way." I always wondered

what Trump was saying about they're coming for us...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

ED Mar 28

Dr. Malone, instituting a P.O. box for direct check subscription payments is still a very good idea.

LIKED (27) REPLY (3) SHARE

David Hill David’s Substack Mar 28

ED - exactly right! Easy to write checks, easy to cash checks, less ability to manipulate either party.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 28

I agree with you. I write checks and mail them. Without a Substack and Stripe that might be worth the

hassle. On the other hand flexibility would be lost. Further, I've read more than 3 articles and heard

announcements by the PO advising us not to mail checks, too many mail thefts.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Diana Woodward 5 hrs ago

I have sent birthday cards with cash in them for over 40 years. I know it will probably happen

some day, but even those bright colored envelopes have not been stolen yet.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tory 20 hrs ago

Ditto

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Rusti Mar 28

"In my opinion, it is very unfortunate that Stripe and Substack are pursuing these policies, which are

absolutely contrary to the principles of support of free speech upon which Substack was founded."

FIFY:

"...which are absolutely contrary to the principles of support of free speech which Substack says it was

founded."

This is the first shot. They will be back. Time to investigate alternatives. The con has been revealed.

LIKED (25) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 28 Author

agree

LIKED (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 24 hrs ago

so, is even SUBSTACK a "plant"? a feint by the CIA?

What do you call that. . . "a limited hangout" ?!

OK, no but, subterfuge of some dang sort.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 28

That is what I always worry about. Anyone that gets large enough -- Rumble, Bitchute, D-Live,

Locals, Skool, Odyssey -- likely gets a visit. Then we have to pack our bags and scurry elsewhere.

Remember it was Obama who gave up control of domain registration to a woke NGO. Maybe the

Taliban had it right to keep all communications off the grid and in person.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jodywestby/2016/09/24/7-days-before-obama-gives-away-internet-

national-security/?sh=7d65c6ea30d4

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Barbara Lekowicz Barbara’s Newsletter Mar 28

Congratulations on this victory and thank you for fighting this Communistic endeavor! I agree with you,

however, that a smaller business without the means to fight, may one day be forced off of Substack if they

continue to go after conservative posters.

LIKED (24) REPLY SHARE

Wyatt Yon Wyatt’s Substack Mar 28

Now I understand why Whitney Webb wants crypto rather than Paypal and credit card processing. Views

that threaten the regime must be silenced.

LIKED (24) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Galvin Mar 28

Bitcoin would be a game changer.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Paul Aijian MD Mar 28

Good news! Glad you stood up to them. The government is out to strangle any thoughts or speech they

find contrary to their ideology and plans for totalitarian control. They use compliant and scared

businesses to achieve this goal, hiding their deceitful plans. Very similar to their telling social media

companies who and what to suppress. We all need to resist

LIKED (17) REPLY SHARE

Sw Mar 28

Very happy to see the reversal on requirements!

LIKED (17) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Galvin Mar 28

That is terrific. I felt 'sick in my stomach' when I realized the implications for everyone. It would mean they

would have information on subscribers also. It has put me off doing paid subscribing to other sub stack

authors due to the privacy violations being implemented. What a pity. It is great that you have resolved

this issue for this sub stack, but on the whole it has not been resolved at all. So, is privacy only for those

who can afford the legal costs to fight for it? Is Substack breaking the law requesting this information? If

not, then the law needs to change.

LIKED (16) REPLY (1) SHARE

DTT Mar 28

A suggestion for online payments (in the U.S. anyway):

Pay cash for a prepaid Visa or Mastercard at a local grocery store, do not register the card online, and
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Pay cash for a prepaid Visa or Mastercard at a local grocery store, do not register the card online, and

then use that card for online payments and nothing else -- keeping track of your purchases with a

pen and paper.

It's the credit card version of a burner phone.

Most of these cards cannot be reloaded, but that only enhances the anonymity aspect.

I spend a few hundred dollars a year buying a couple of these cards just to pay for items I purchase

online, such as subscriptions. 

😉

LIKED (26) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Galvin Mar 28

Brilliant recommendation, and I already do my math the prehistoric way, in my head or on paper.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

David Hill David’s Substack Mar 28

DTT - Excellent workaround suggestion!

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Elaine H Mar 28

Thank you for pursuing this. Others would have not.

LIKED (13) REPLY SHARE

randall stoehr randall’s Substack Mar 28

"SCORE"!

Nice work....For now!

LIKED (13) REPLY SHARE

Athina Kaviris Mar 28

Wow, I’m so glad you prevailed legally which will make it easier for others. Stripe should be made to

absorb the expense. It seems there are battles on every front of every size now. Thank you for engaging

the battle. The more they encroach, the worse the next battle.

LIKED (12) REPLY SHARE

CactusMatt32 Mar 28

Dr Malone, this begs a Class Action against Stripe & SubStack. The Dhillon law firm and you and other

aggreived parties, should be able to participate, and get names of the various Federal Agencies and the

individuals requesting such violation of 4A rights.

LIKED (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 24 hrs ago

dead on Cactus!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kathleen Vee Mar 28

Excellent news Dr. Malone but I’ll continue to pray that others with the financial means also pursue legal

means to fight against the invasion of privacy and overreach of a leftist ideology running our government!

LIKED (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jean Mar 28

Dr's Malone have helped others needing to follow with his law firm having done the info gathering

and letting folks know who that law firm is. Another, more complicated approach is for the aggrieved

to join forces as they contact legal counsel and share costs.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

z28.310 Mar 28

Regardless of what they say now you should expect them to "accidentally" collect the data they are after.

Use a new bank account just for Substack payments if you want to try protecting that data.

LIKED (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jean Mar 28

He did advise us that a new account, in terms of Stripe requirements might be unacceptable to them.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

z28.310 24 hrs ago

I missed that detail and that makes the demand a lot more nefarious.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

William Watson William’s Substack Mar 28 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Hell yeah! Was it my donation that put you over the top? I'll bet it was...

Congrats on the W

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

BigGuy49 Mar 28

If Substack uses AWS servers then there is a distinct possibility of being deplatformed as AWS did to

Parler back in 2021. Which permanently destroyed Parker’s business since the owners had no backup

plan in place for a quick transition. IMHO all conservative content authors need to find a conservative

stable platform to which to migrate. Some competitor to Substack. It’s obvious that this platform is willing

to comply with government coercion. We will all move with you Doc, and move with all other content

authors to whom we are subscribed. It’s a bit messy for a few weeks but very feasible. And get away from

Stripe. Parallel Economy is reportedly a reliable payment processor not willing to buckle to unethical govt

demands.

LIKED (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 24 hrs ago

What about GAB as an alternative platform?!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

BigGuy49 19 hrs ago

I have a Gab account but have not used it since 2021. The platform has gotten huge with

multiple different branches or whatever they are called. Too complex for me. I like simple apps

where everybody comes to read and comment. But it may be a viable option. If verified users

can carve out a space of their own where they can post articles like Substack then maybe its a

possibility.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 28

It's interesting that Stripe could pull back so quickly from financial snooping with the Feds involved.

After the FDA pullback on their ivermectin disinformation, in order to avoid too much fed info being

released to the public, I guess it shouldn't be a surprise.

LIKED (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Anna T 23 hrs ago

What law(s) are the Feds using to demand folks cough up this info? I must have missed it.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

David Hill David’s Substack Mar 28

Chase bank closed Dr. Mercola's accounts in mid 2023 due to pressure from the US government. So

yeah, not really a surprise that they are continuing to pursue others who advocated for health practices

that are not endorsed by mainstream medical mafia.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 28

Mercola uses Bitchute to repost his interviews. I view that as a vote of confidence in Bitchute.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Meemanator Meemanator’s Substack Mar 28

What makes me crazy is knowing that law abiding, tax paying citizens get squeezed and scrutinized while

real crooks, like most of Congress, get a free pass. We are truly in the age of lawlessness. 

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

Bill Stoermer Mar 28

It appears President Trump was correct when he stated; “They are not just coming after me, they are

coming for you…. I’m just in their way.” Another form of lawfare and coercion. Every night the talking heads

speak about “saving democracy”… this is how they plan to save it. Coercion and intimidation.

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

Marie-Louise Murville Marie-Louise Murville’s Substack Mar 28

Thank you for your vital work to protect our fundamental rights of freedom of speech and freedom of the

press, Dr Malone.

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

Larry Wheatcroft Mar 28

Well, you can expect a visit from the IRS soon...

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

shawn shawn663@substack Mar 28

Time for a new provider, a community based provider or rumble or Elon. The problem is fighting them in

court doesn't change the behaviour. They just came up against the wrong guy(you) and got caught, bad

luck.

Industries . government the hidden government need to know getting caught will cost more than legal

fees, fines or votes. They say We are responsible for our actions so are THEY

Stripe/Substack tried to do that thing which, essentially we are fighting the most about,,control and

dominance of our individual lives and choices by authoritarian heavy handed imposition of one sided

rules. That imposition grows not from just cause but instead is based on positioning of strength. I'm

bigger than you I will force my will on you. Same mentality as the "R" word. The same mentality any school

yard bully used.

Bankruptcy ? Why not. Publish a list of providers that use stripe or affiliates and stop supporting those

businesses. Do it before they become a protected "democratic institution"

Steve Kirsh could organize an ethical payment system, Rumble an ethical publishing platform. Steve this is

right up your alley, highly profitable and a bit of a smack in the eye of the oppressor.

Rumble add an ethical publishing platform to your vid publishing platform.

I split up the service(payment and publishing) because I am not a believer in centralized control of

anything.

Ideally Elon does the chat, Steve does the payment(at profit of course,I would immediately support him)

Rumble does the publishing,,,,ok I'm done.

Aside:

This applies to all things immoral just stop supporting unjust government enforcement of corporate policy.

Possibly MCM could add list of business that use stripe, so we can boycott. Right up his alley.

Sounds extreme? not really being caught is part of the business of business no shame no cost, without

consequence they will regroup and do it again under a different name.

ok enough from me, what do you think?

IVERMECTIN/Hydroxy work,Who knew,When did they know,Who suppressed it.

Accountability Now,Now,Now

shawn663

LIKED (7) REPLY SHARE

Tracy Kolenchuk Theory of Cure Mar 28

"The censorship will continue until compliance improves."

LIKED (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

z28.310 Mar 28

It's the only way to protect free speech

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tracy Kolenchuk Theory of Cure Mar 28

The only logical way!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

rachel rachel’s Substack Mar 28

Dr. Malone, hero once again!

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Tareq I. Albaho, PhD Mar 28

Well done!

And hopefully the result you achieved will set a precedent for others to successfully resist.

I can think of no benign reason why Stripe should demand such intrusive, personal information.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Thomas Wedge Mar 28

Standing up matters.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Vint Mar 28

@ Dr Malone: It's "LOSING" rhymes with choosing, boozing and using. Not "loosing".

If my belt is “loose” (rhymes with moose) I could “lose” (rhymes with choose) my pants! Maybe I am

“losing” (rhymes with cruising) it?

LIKED (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 28 Author

thanks for the constructive criticism. Fixed

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Ann Thompson Mar 28

Great news.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Jeff Mar 28

Thanks again, Dr. Malone, for wielding what influence you have. It's clearly not without effect.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

Tony Mar 28

The evil directed you and Jill is beyond description. Congratulations on this win.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

T. Mar 28

Ah, to be a fly on the wall..

A. Leftist loon who decided to play Commie on Dr. M ?

or

B. Pressure from the WEF Elites, Biteme regime: DOJ, CIA, FBI, Cha, cha, cha mariachi band ?

Wouldn't you love to know where this initiated from ?

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Mar 28

Thank you for standing for all of your fellow authors and free-speech champions. And thanks to your

brilliant law firm for making the policies be changed.

P.S. Dr. Malone, please allow for snail mailed subscriptions / donations.

US Bank Debanks Constitution Party of Idaho.(03/24/24). The Chairman of the Constitution Party of

Idaho (CP-Idaho) was informed that the account held with U.S. Bank since 2006 had been closed without

prior notice or any record of problematic behavior by the Party. A local branch employee confirmed “Yes,

the bank just decided to stop doing business with you.”

Article: https://idahodispatch.com/press-release-us-bank-debanks-constitution-party-of-idaho/

US Bank: https://www.usbank.com/index.html

FIND A GREAT BANKER! In light of what happened to the Constitution Party of Idaho losing its account

with US Bank, consider transferring your money from a bank to a carefully researched local credit union or

small bank. Get to know your banker! See Financial Rebellion with Catherine Austin Fitts: Building a

Successful Relationship with a Great Bank, Parts 1 - 4

* Part 1: https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/financial-rebellion-with-catherine-austin-

fitts/your-bankers-building-a-successful-relationship-with-a-great-bank-financial-rebellion/

* Part 2: https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/financial-rebellion-with-catherine-austin-

fitts/your-bankers-building-a-successful-relationship-with-a-great-bank-part-2-financial-rebellion/

* Part 3: https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/financial-rebellion-with-catherine-austin-

fitts/know-your-bankers-q-and-a-more-financial-rebellion/

* Part 4: https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/financial-rebellion-with-catherine-austin-

fitts/your-bankers-building-a-successful-relationship-with-a-great-bank-part-4-financial-rebellion/

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 24 hrs ago

Hey Big E, right on.

I just opened an account with Blaze Credit Union, the best I could find for MinnEsota at Bankrate.com

and will be transferring our $ from Old National Bank soon. I plan to stay away from regular banks as

much as possible.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack 23 hrs ago

👍

 pretty-red, old guy!

And if you can find a backup to spread the $ into multiple buckets (2 or 3), you might want to

consider it. More paperwork, but possibly more safety as well.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Beebe Mar 28

Yay finally a reversal of an outrageous request! Good for you Docs M for getting legal help in this fight! I

was happy to donate to your very worthwhile cause/fight! #ISTANDWITHDOCMALONE #WINNING 

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Richie Vieques Mar 28

The next step... SUE... Stripe & Substack to reimburse your costs.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 28

Dr. Malone, As it is said, "If you are taking flak, you are over the target." I became a paid subscriber two

days ago specifically to support this cause. Thank you for having the backbone and intelligence

necessary to keep these demons at bay. Your success has provided safety for others without your

resources to defend themselves. We must remain vigilant as further attacks I am sure are being

contemplated.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Health Matters Mar 28

Thank you for fighting back! I saw the initial post about this, but missed the one with the link for

donations…if you could repost that? I also would be very open to snail mail payment for my next renewal…

although I know that adds so much extra work and you still then need a ‘safe’ bank to deposit the money

in. Old Glory Bank in OK is a great place for that.

This action by Stripe just shows that we need every aspect of our lives not depending on the

infrastructure set up and controlled by the cabal.

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

SR Miller Mar 28

Watch yer 6, Doc (not to be confused with "What's Up Doc," we know what's up) - as long as President

head and the  state exist, freedom of speech and oppression of "contrary," some would say

"deplorable," ideas&opinions will be in danger.

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 28

glad you got that settled. for some others I use the buy-a-coffee option, which solves my problem of

having only so much money available! I wish I could subscribe to all of you!

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

Sisu Mar 28

Dr. Malone,

My takeaway is that "substack.com" having enjoyed the success of capitalism, is now generously in a

position to make space for competition / substitute / alternative platforms.

I hope you and others now begin planning and, in fact, will move your content (which I trust you have

retained ownership of) when feasible to a new platform (such would further demonstrate the virtues of

"pure" (versus "fascist") capitalism.

* * * * *

Separately, please provide a fuller understanding of your "compliance" mentioned in the third paragraph:

Did the information you provided include donor and subscribe identifying data of any kind ?

LIKED (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 28 Author

no, we only filled out and submitted the form which I included in the text as a screenshot

LIKED (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sisu 23 hrs ago

Dr. Malone,

Thank you for your prompt reply. ...

Every time we each use a credit/debit card we expose ourselves (IMO - debit cards are worse

giving direct access to one's bank account without any of the statutory protections); yet it is

important to remember where one is more exposed.

The "abuse" you suffered is only suggestive of the "denial of rights and services" we all will

suffer in the near future if the feral government moves forward with implementation of CBDC, as

a substitute/replacement for paper and electronic payments (I would also anticipate the return

of FDR-esque "outlawing" of private possession of gold, silver and other precious metals).

The denial of services and frozen bank accounts that Canadian truckers and their supporters

suffered, are obviously currently feasible in the US, and will be inevitable when each CBDC unit

which any individual transacts in retains that individual's unique digital identifier (blockchain is

nefarious; Jan 6th prosecutions are the model for the future; and credit scores will morph into

"social credit / good 'citizen follower/soldier'" scores).

Other monetary "experiments" in recent years, e.g., India's Modi eliminating the then largest

paper money denomination in a matter of weeks, and South Africa's two-tier exchange rate

system in the '80s (in response to US "Sullivan Principles" debacle), and direct devaluation

(versus indirect through inflation), will further confiscate wealth and enslave all but the

WEF/OWG aligned, US ruling class.

Today, credit and debit cards are convenient and required to manage one's credit score, but

increasing one's use of cash will collectively send a message to our would-be "overlords &

ladies" (as we return to feudalism we might as will use the applicable terms).

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

As an aside, Substack has all of our subscriber info. Depending on the arrangement Stripe likely has

the info needed to charge us. Our actions are direct gifts and not a part of the SS system.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Ruth A Hill RN Ruth’s Plant Medicine Newsletter Mar 28

Never back down

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Melanie Reynolds Mar 28

That is wonderful news. Fight for right. I still can’t believe that Stripe could even enforce their request.

We are at our daughter’s cabin in the mountains. My husband is working on putting a wood burning stove

in the cabin. He does a little at a time .

While up here I watched Obama’s movie , Leave the World Behind. Now you have to know , we don’t

watch R rated movies but two of our sons watched it and got freaked out . They are buying survival stuff. I

decided I had better watch it to see what all the fuss was about. It is rated R because everyone in the

show , even the kids, used the F word,which I am not a fan .

The first attack was on communication by knocking out our satellites. Then a ships navigation stopped

working and a big tanker ran aground, self driving cars were driving themselves and airplanes fell from the

sky. The power was knocked out.

You have to know that I have been giving my children preparedness stuff for Christmas every year for

quite awhile. My kids would laugh and think mom, grandma was crazy. I would give them solar chargers,

emergency bags for their cars with jumper cables, flashlights, small shovels, axes, compass, knives etc.

This year they got solar flashlight with a banned radio, plug ins for their phone or computer, a crank if

there is no sunshine. A survival tent. I have given them buckets of beans and rice. ( at least they won’t

starve). Now my oldest son wants to buy a house out in the country with some land to raise cows and

chickens and plant a big garden. The point is we should all be preparing for future problems. If you are

prepared you shall not fear. Do what you can do. Have you read “One Second After” by William R.

Forstchen? It is a very interesting book.

Have a great day!

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

D D 21 hrs ago

This is totally out of the subject, but I have been remembering all the words out of trump's mouth and

can't understand why he gets a pass for saying ;"grab em by the pussy" (it was recorded) makes fun

of every one he can (he especially likes to mock stuttering) and divides and calls names every

chance he gets. I just don't get how someone with his reputation for hanging with hookers, saying

that he would date Ivanna if she wasn't his daughter, pictures of him with every scum there is etc.

Even in the golf world he is a joke, he cheats with abandon. (my husband is a golfer). Maybe you can

tell me how the people you know rationalize his public behavior, I just don't get it. I'm no fan of Biden,

so that's not my issue.
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so that's not my issue.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

garret seinen seine rambling Mar 28

This begs the question, to whom does the banking industry pledge their commitment; to their clients or to

bureaucrats? If the government asks do the bank executives silently comply or do they ask for a court

order before sharing all information about their customers? In Canada compliance took precedent and

bank accounts and credit means were arbitrarily frozen.

Should we now not recall that a government is in place to protect rights rather than violate them?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sisu 23 hrs ago

The Federal Reserve System is privately owned by its member banks. While the feral government has

legal oversight, in reality it is subordinate to the largest money center banks in the US and Europe.

Woodrow Wilson was either one of the worst US Presidents or the most incompetent. ...

Neither obumma nor hydd'n have accomplished what Wilson did with Federal Reserve Act, 16th

Amendment & 17th Amendment (feral income tax & popular election of senators; questions

regarding the certification of ratification of each remain), and entry into WWI. ...

Lincoln's suspension of the Constitution, Johnson's "forcing" of Southern states ratification of

Reconstruction Amendments (IMO - "ends never justify means"), and GW Bush's "Patriot Act" are

runner ups.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

garret seinen seine rambling 21 hrs ago

You're right, the end never justifies all and any means. That is however, the mantra behind which

too many people have been allowed to hid.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Margaret Allison Mar 28

Thank you, Dr. Malone, for standing tall. I’m a retired RN with a retired license because of what happened

with Covid. Keep pushing back. So sorry I’m beyond the gardening age. Glad you and Jill can!

It has raised my awareness of all the things being touted as “good for you”! And I speak up in

conversations related to the vaccine issues. Now the plate is full of more agendas. They ruled out God and

His justice in the lives of us all.

Happy Easter, y’all!

BTW The “Florence Nightingale Pledge” is still alive in this old nurse’s heart.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Thomas A Braun RPh Mar 28

Maybe it is time to find a new venue! DJT site make any sense? Or?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

pretty-red, old guy 24 hrs ago

OR GAB,

OR Rumble.

It seems Trump Social could be part . . .

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Bon Kwi Kwi Mar 28

They tipped their hand—the censorship industrial complex algorithms net is tightening.

They’re checking where weak points remain, thanks for clipping that particular tentacle

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

E. Robinson Mar 28

What Stripe did to you was extortion. They should be criminally charged under The RICO statutes.

LIKED (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

53rd Chapter Mar 28

But the feds were behind it: "Stripe has apparently modified those web-based resources in which

they has previously indicated that this policy was being implemented in response to Federal US

Government pressure to delete any reference to Federal US Government actions prompting these

policies."

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World 22 hrs ago

Thank you for fighting this state-sanctioned, intrusive discrimination so effectively.

Thank you for shielding your subscribers from having their transactions potentially reviewed too.

I wish we could pursue a lawsuit about your being targeted, when others on Substack were not.

Freedom movement voices must fight back against ubiquitous mistreatment.

Thank you for showing the way.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

David Pare 24 hrs ago

Sounds like you headed off disaster - at least for now.

Perhaps a "go to hell" plan might be advisable?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 28 · edited Mar 28

Congratulations! I couldn't be more pleased. Picked up the Federalist article. Am curious, when we look at

the Censorship Cabal and the games currently played with banking, the actual character of our opposition

begins to form. I picked up somewhere that when Stripe backed down re Gov origins they fell back on

their exposure to having to refund monies to canceling subscribers. IMO this doesn't wash. We'd have to

do such emass to make the slightest dent.

The question remains where the demand for financial details originated?

At least there are a couple possible platforms - Rumble and Truths new offerings to keep in mind. I would

note I also have at least a couple companies that send me product on a subscription basis. They notify

me, charge my cc and ship their product. That's been working ok for a couple years now.

I do have a couple 'off topics' I'll save until tomorrow.

AGAIN - CONGRATULATIONS!

Bestest Always ♡♡♡

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Dr. K Mar 28

I donated substantially to this -- glad it panned out. Because you are not borrowing any money from

Stripe and they are only acting as a payment processor for a well understood good (Substack

subscription) there was not only no reason to ask you for this information -- there is no reason for them to

EVER ask anyone for information. You are not selling drugs with your subscription. The questions they

asked are silly -- all Substacks are, almost definitionally, B2C. This all smells bad, but without this kind of

pushback they will take everything they can.

I am really disappointed in Substack. They should be very worried that they are losing the support of their

customers who depend on them to stand up to this kind of stuff. Stripe is just a tool of the government,

but Substack has promised to do better. Like the rest of the financial community, all Democrat tools of the

deep state, sadly.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Patricia Mar 28

I'm happy the legal action was taken to protect your business, but sad this "road" had to be taken in the

first place, as I realize the cost was immense. It is a shame our own government, & it sure seems outside

sources, fear "Freedom of Speech"- but, as noted many times, we all need to stand up against censorship,

& continue to Unite together to save our Nation, Morals & Values & protect free speech! Thank you both

for staying strong & protecting your authors & subscribers!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Robert Shannon Mar 28

The Biden admin., IRS and DOJ are obviously behind this. Next will be an IRS audit and law suit to shut

you up. Stay strong. Maybe set up a separate payment system outside of Substack?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

David Merrill David’s Substack Mar 28

I am pleased. That is a shame that you have been through that stress. Of course you were not allowed to

give details so how were we supposed to know?

I wish your business smoothe sailing!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

D A KESTER Mar 28

Good job! Now are you considering legal action to recoup the legal costs which their wrong actions forced

you to incur?

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

Fred G Goodsell Mar 28

Here, have some more…1984.

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

Gehenna Gehenna’s Substack Mar 28

As we head into what is going to be a sentinel election, inquiring minds would predict that both Substack

and Stripe are under high level pressure from unspecified sources. The initial request essentially discloses

the identity of virtually all subscribers - chilling in the light of some of the poorly disclosed financial

tracking of conservatives via their banking activities.

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

James Lord Mar 28

Might as well donate generously to those pushing back against this globalist dystopian agenda. If we

don't prevail, our money will probably end up digital and diluted anyway.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 28

Does our support of Dr Malone reduce our Social Credit Score?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

American Citizen Mar 28

OMG...great news...fighting back can work if done with enough force. However, we all know this is

temporary, and I'm sure DrRM does also. This is just a momentary cease-fire. They'll continue to go after

the smaller players and resume on the bigger ones later...time will tell all. I hope I'm wrong and Stripe woke

up.

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

jtrudel trudelgroup.com jtrudel’s Newsletter 22 hrs ago · edited 22 hrs ago

Robert --

Good news. If this sticks, I will go to "funded" for my posts.

Our #1 Book -- #1 New Book on Amazon, last year -- continues to do well, and we are keeping the price

down so more can see it. All the bureaucracies have now been weaponized, Trump is under 24/7 Lawfare

attacks, and (worst of all) adequate safeguards for "Election Integrity" are still not yet in place. That is

Chapter 3 of our books.

https://www.johntrudel.com

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Miguel Perez-Santalla The Fortress of Certitude - Pre… 23 hrs ago

Of course, you are absolutely correct that they only tipped their hand at how they will attempt to control

dissenting viewpoints in the future. The USA is quickly becoming no better than China and freedom of

thought and action is being threatened at every turn in this country.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Diane Weber 23 hrs ago

I certainly don't understand how any of this works, but I am shocked that Substack would not launch a

defense on behalf of all of its writers.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Keith Jajko 23 hrs ago

Just FYI, a Reddit thread on this very topic many months ago:

https://www.reddit.com/r/ecommerce/comments/z02uy0/stripe_wants_to_link_bank_account_and_use_

the/?rdt=60618&onetap_auto=true

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 28

Excellent. Great news.

Regarding this point:

" . . . policy was being implemented in response to communication received from the US Federal

Government."

So, is THIS true? It seems to me having this knowledge, who in Gov?, could be useful in future.

It also seems that a class action lawsuit could be in order for those who gave up the farm, unlike you.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Maria Accounting and Finance Newslett… Mar 28

I am surprised at SubStack, but maybe not....and I agree with Gym+Fritz, "Here's an opportunity for

Musk".

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jeannie “Jean” LeFrancois Jeannie’s Newsletter Mar 28

Just move your page to Truth Social, or Gettr, something else. They will keep attacking you.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Elliot Penna Mar 28

When you give any entity access to deposit funds into your account, you are enabling them to also

withdraw money, with or without your approval. So that account needs to be isolated from the account(s)

you use to pay bills. Otherwise that entity can mess you up good, that is to say really bad.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tom Potts Mar 28

Does this mean that we don’t have to eat bugs now?

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Tom Tyndall Mar 28

Great news!

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Garry Blankenship Garry’s Substack Mar 28

Stripe can park their financial disclosure requirements where the sun don't shine.

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Richard 3 hrs ago

Thanks for standing up to tyranny Doc! We all must defend our rights by asserting them.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Mona Mistric The Story of the Fig Tree 5 hrs ago

This takeover of banks will continue as it is all part of the One World Order.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Pat Orsban Infidels Ink by Pat Orsban 6 hrs ago

just tell the rabid leftist vermin, loudly, to shove their tyranny up their rabid asses.

and do it very publicly,. that kind of sunlight seems to drive the vermin away

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Jones 11 hrs ago

Thank you for fighting this!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Jones 11 hrs ago

I wonder if the Attorney could somehow get STRIPE to change their policy for everyone they notified...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Peter Athanasius Mercenary Curmudgeon Ruminations 15 hrs ago

It looks like you hired the right lawyer. Trump is not to far off when he says, "They're not coming for me,

they're coming for you. I'm just standing in the way." Thank you for fighting the good fight.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

LSA 16 hrs ago

What a wonderful, wonderful post to receive. Our appreciation to you for taking the difficult stand, and to

the Dhillon Law Group for what was clearly excellent, efficient, effective, representation. Thank God for

this, and we hope that Substack will take heed, along with any other threatened substack writers...make

other arrangements with other companies, so that STRIPE will never have another opportunity to do this

to anyone. Cheers.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Melanie Reynolds 16 hrs ago

If we could have Jesus, that would be our one and only hope. He was and is the only perfect being to have

ever lived on Earth. Trump loves America. His father was a member of the John Birch Society.

If there was a candidate that was virtuous, lovely, of good report and praise worthy then that would be

ideal.

Our choice is Trump

Or Biden. If Biden stays in then we will be eating bugs, fake meat , own nothing and be happy.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Amy C. Amy’s Substack 17 hrs ago

Thank you Dr. Malone for fighting that battle for all of us!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

DEBORAH E. dds TAXATION IS THEFT and other tot… 17 hrs ago · edited 17 hrs ago

It's been a really bad day. But I'm sure glad you won this one. There is a whole lot of fight left ahead of us

all. I'm studying the fall of monetary systems and hyperinflation. How that whole thing will be used this

time around...... of course we are in a different digital era. ... so there are many unknowns. I remember

before there were credit reports and FICO scores. I remember it and life was simple and it was good. Like I

said, kind of low right now. Hope tomorrow looks better.
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Anita 17 hrs ago

Thank you for fighting back!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Larry 18 hrs ago

Excellent news! I encourage you to leave Substack. I think Devin Nunes, President of Truth Social parent

company said they will be getting into other things. I wonder if this might be one of those. I still do not

trust Substack and will be alert to any other challenges. I hate to miss your articles.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Vicki 18 hrs ago

FYI. In BC Canada: Dr. Stephen Malthouse B.C. Conservatives drop doctor whose medical licence was

suspended for COVID response - BC News - Castanet.net

LIKE REPLY SHARE

T. 19 hrs ago

Hey, wait a minute...

Did you get a refund from the lawfirm, considering the battle ended quickly?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jan 19 hrs ago

HOLY COW! THAT WAS UNBELIEVEABLE. Surely this is illegal! CERTAINLY an invasion of privacy! Share

ALL your banking history? Just nuts.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

weedom1 weedom 19 hrs ago

I don't think the feds have to use laws to justify things anymore. But maybe if they're in the mood they

might mumble something about the patriot act.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Melanie Reynolds 20 hrs ago

I totally hate his personality. I like most of his policies.He is a business man that is very savy and

“hopefully” can get our country out of this mess. He is not beholden to anyone. He has the guts to push

against the elitists. He is still fighting against the elitists. They are afraid of him. That should tell us

something. He will shut down the border,, he will get out of the Paris Accord. He will make sure that the

UN and the WHO will not get their agendas passed. He is like a bull in a china shop. There is more but that

is my feeling in Trump.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

D D 17 hrs ago

His business savvy is based on intimidation of the problem (the Scottish golf course/( residents were

threatened to sell their property) You don't think he is an elitist with the spread in magazines of his

"golden" apartment? With Melania draped in jewels and gold to match.( Vanity fair mag or People

mag.) The Trump university was a scam that took Lots of money from everyone who believed him .

(he did get sued and lost) Casinos were another problem. Perhaps you weren't looking at the rest of

the picture, but I saw it in all its glory. How do you think he will accomplish all you hope for? There will

be the same trade offs made as there always has been. Somebody pays for these deals. Money and

pride drives him, YOU'RE FIRED was one of his favorite sayings. You hate his personality but support

his policies? Who do you think makes these decisions, a split personality? One side is worthy, one

side is despicable/ go figure.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Melanie Reynolds 1 hr ago

I think Melania Trump is one classy person. She is a mommy first. She is a smart business

woman. She is gorgeous. What is wrong with jewelry?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

1 new reply

Melanie Reynolds 16 hrs ago

I don’t think there is anyone else that can take it on.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Melanie Reynolds 20 hrs ago

He will open the Pipeline

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tory 20 hrs ago

So dreadful to have these #spies of big brother

To consider.

A clear bully’s market due to inability to manage the content like Main stream media.

Thank you for update 
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Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … 20 hrs ago

Being retired... and not desiring to have anymore... a connection to the IRS...it won't apply to me.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

shawn shawn663@substack Mar 28

I'm reposting this earlier comment with an addition.

Go to CHD and watch Doctor Marik talk about IVERMECTIN yesterdays broadcast.

Dr.Meryl Nass talk about WHO TREATY yesterday, it is sick making( I cant remember which broadcast)

What is being done is atrocious.

But the thing to remember is all these things are being done by living persons not some 11X14 document

in a lawyers safety deposit box. We gave them power over us we can take power back.

Bill and Melinda are powerful because we buy their product

Jeff Bezos the same

George Soros the same

These persons are the ones we know about, the face of the movement to suppress. we need to stop

supporting them,

there are very good replacements for microsoft, as 1 example.

They have control of the media, the legal system, the message, we have won one battle but there are

many more. Lets us use what we control 'our money" before its too late. Does anyone know how to

research who owns what?

shawn

shawn663@substack

1 hr ago

Time for a new provider, a community based provider or rumble or Elon. The problem is fighting them in

court doesn't change the behaviour. They just came up against the wrong guy(you) and got caught, bad

luck.
Expand full comment
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Mark Wicker Mark’s Newsletter Mar 28

What can you tell me about Ozempic, it doesn't sound safe to me.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

ddc 15 hrs ago

It's a trap by big Pharma. Probably have to take it for life so the weight doesn't come back. Many life
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It's a trap by big Pharma. Probably have to take it for life so the weight doesn't come back. Many life

altering side effects. Stay away.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark Wicker Mark’s Newsletter 12 hrs ago

I think it is very dangerous.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Aldo Zovich Mar 28

Congrats Doc! It's such a shame that you had to resort to legal action and waste your valuable time to get

through to these elitists.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gene Bray genebray Mar 28

Does this mean I will keep getting my $5 every month from my 1 subscriber. [ who's my brother ]

Woops 4.50 a month.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sybil Mar 28

This is such a relief!
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